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Cawth slowly approached the massive double doors, eager to take his time. With 
a short sidestep and a hand on his sword, he peered through the opening. It was empty, 
devoid of both life and sound. Rays of sunlight crawled across the floor beneath emerald 
curtains, but a lack of candles left an overall dull appearance. 

“I am an ambassador on behalf of King Ramm” he said at a conversational 
volume, “and would like to speak with a Gallian official.” There was no reply, and he 
opened the door even further, this time stepping forward a few inches. 

“Is there anyone present?” he asked, again receiving no answer. “My duties as a 
Lord and as an ambassador require me to search the premises” he declared, still holding 
tight to the handle of his sword. He expected no response, and was prepared for 
someone to be hiding in the hall. 

Right foot before his left, Cawth made way beyond the entrance and searched 
from side to side. He didn’t see anybody, and he didn’t see anything that might conceal 
a person either, but there was an uneasy presence in the air. 

Something shuffled lightly amidst the windowsills, making every span of curtain 
move in waves. At the center of those waves was an empty space, previously occupied by 
the man that now made a mad dash for Cawth. The ambassador had thrown a knife into 
the noise and barely missed his assailant. 

A short and skinny warrior, dressed in full black velvet, leaped from the wall with 
blades glimmering. The sunlight that seeped through shimmered off his knives and 
nearly blinded Cawth, who now was ready to attack. In one swift move he drew the 
sword from its sheath and made a vertical slice. The small assassin was hardly able to 
keep his footing after dodging the swing mid-air. With a forward roll and pivot from the 
hip he turned to rush at Cawth, but the ambassador had already switched his footing 
and boldly blocked the knives. 

Now facing each other, the two were evenly prepared. Cawth marveled at how 
strong his opponent was, especially with the difference in weight. That creature was 
thin and short, but hardly looked like someone with muscular density. 

They clashed a few more times, not making any outstanding strikes towards 
one-another, though it was steady enough that Cawth could judge his limitations. 
“Speed” he thought, “That might be the breaking point with this particular vermin.” 

Another vertical swing from the blade and that lesser being fell apart. He lost his 
footing, his knives went wide apart from the momentum, and his velvet started to tear at 
every seam. 

Without a single word Cawth lunged forward and pressed his sword through the 
slower man’s chest. Before the shouting or screaming or crying for dear life could begin, 
cold steel went up through his shoulder, splitting bones in half as it exited. The 



ambassador nearly split his adversary in half, which was particularly brutal for Cawth’s 
taste, but was also effective in ending their fight. 

He didn’t see or sense another risk, but found it hard to believe that this would be 
such a quick assault. Surely that was not the only person in Galli’s embassy, if not 
because that was a ridiculous notion, then because it would have taken many more 
assassins to remove every guard. He was deliberately alone. Either more were hiding 
further down, or there was some cruel plot unfolding before him. Regardless, nothing 
more could be gained by staying. 

As he half-turned and stepped towards the entrance, the hall remained quiet. 
Nothing more shuffled or came dashing at him, which again seemed unusual, but didn’t 
pose a problem. With a slide around the wooden door, he crept outside again. 

With a heavy sigh and a wipe of his blade, Cawth began down the staircase. 
“Back to Mortena it is” he spoke beneath his breath. “Ramm won’t be happy about this.” 

It stood high noon, the sun at its peak position, and he had many miles to go 
back across. The return trip would be hot. Most of the light and heat was directed at 
Galli each day, being that it sat directly under the sun. Cawth thought it was an 
accursed land, where people should only have settled to build large prisons or exile 
territories. 

A hundred steps or so away was his horse, resting beneath the shade of a stone 
barnhouse. It was, in truth, more of a watering hole than a barnhouse. But the local 
animal population often resided within its walls, making it a barn of sorts. 

Climbing into the saddle of his tall and daring steed, Cawth grunted and groaned 
over how little this trip had accomplished. It was no less than a twelve day ride at full 
speed, and with proper supplies to aid him. The embassy of Galli sat central to the 
country, just South of the Sun’s path, which meant that he would also have to get food 
and water before heading West. 

Cawth decided it would be best to take the trail towards Galli’s largest oasis, 
Dorago. It could be a very easy trip, hardly two days of swift riding, but he wanted to 
conserve some energy for the long return. 

He started slow, keeping a steady pace along the sand and dirt. Occasionally a 
small lizard or bird would come across his path, heading for the scarce shade. It 
reminded him of the lands from which he came, further East, in Athrum. Birds there 
usually travelled in large flocks, showering the sky with intimate colors and filling the 
air with wondrous sounds. 

“There are few things that resonate as boldly as a Dawnwaver” they said back 
home. It was an absolute reverse of this barren desert, where the birds only sang out of 
hunger and exhaustion. Even small and untamable creatures like the lizards of Galli 
would have been more lively in Athrum, where trees give shade and there are small 
streams to drink from. 



Cawth made it halfway to Dorago by nightfall, and had no intention of riding 
further on without some sleep. He, much like his horse, had pushed hard to make the 
initial journey a quick one, and had expected some time to rest. The ambush, which he 
was not yet willing to declare an attempted assassination, was very important news. But 
it was no so important that he was willing to needlessly suffer. 

Laying beside a small pile of ash and charred wood, he dreamed relentlessly. It 
was a skill of Magniq Lords, the church said, to learn through dreaming. Those with the 
blood in their veins could imagine any challenge at all, defeat it in their dreams, and 
suddenly be more prepared after they awoke. Some of the more skillful Lords could 
control which dreams they had, which meant they could choose what situations to 
prepare for. 

This particular Lord favored dreams of combat, where swords and axes and 
arrows could decidedly change outcomes. Another style he preferred was countering his 
opponent’s strikes. Cross-swing, hold, wait, reverse-swing, backstep, lunge and pierce. 
It was always the same basic foundation, with various twists and steps changed to give 
him a slight advantage. 

Other Lords considered him a snake, not in the dishonest way, but in the way he 
fought. Most slithering beasts didn’t attack humans without first being provoked, but 
when they did decide to counter, they struck fiercely, and with lethal intentions. 

Some of his dreams were not of combat, however, and held great personal 
significance. He relived the memories of his childhood, when the church first took him 
in, when he had nowhere else to go. As a young man, Cawth was left motherless by an 
unseen disease, and fatherless by a conspiracy of murder. It was only midway through 
his teen years, but it was still more time than he’d expected to get with them. 

It was a deep sleep that night, with several dreams, and several imaginary hours 
of training as well. Cawth rose the next morning to find his horse nibbling on long 
drygrass bushes, which came as a surprise, because it was surely not quite tasteful. 
“Alright,” he declared, “We’re going, we’re going.” 

After moving around the small campsite for some time, Cawth grabbed a small 
bag of oats, mixed it with water, and gave it to the stallion to eat. It was definitely 
grateful, and Cawth felt a little better knowing that his horse wouldn’t collapse before 
he reached Dorago. “There we are” he said, giving a sigh of relief.The sun had barely 
started its course when they set out again. It was a dusty morning, just as warm as ever, 
and without much wind. 

Cawth sipped from his water pouch sparingly, given the distance to his 
destination. But, only a short while before noon, he felt the desperate need to drink 
much more. It was a strange and sudden compulsion, but he gave in nonetheless. As his 
pouch reached upward towards the sky, and his dehydration was steadily resolved, 
something else compelled him to act suddenly again. 



He fell from his horse into a seamless roll, almost appearing to glide over the 
dirt. Behind him, half-buried in sand, stuck an arrow. The archer stood far off and high 
above, on a mound that kicked up dust with every passing breeze. Another arrow was 
nocked and ready to be drawn, but Cawth was quick to make it an impossible shot. 
From side to side he dashed and leaped, sword steadily in place, ready to be drawn. 

“God damn desert” he thought to himself. “Patrols are too soft on the raiding 
tribes. One good shot from any archer could do in a strong warrior, even a Lord.” 

The second arrow didn’t come as close as the first one, but it worried him 
nonetheless. Cawth was not without fear, and he knew better than to underrate this 
archer’s aim. His first shot nearly killed, and the second was still impressive for aiming 
at a moving target. 

Now the distance between them was much less, and a third arrow was being 
drawn back. The ambassador was gaining on his hunter, who began to look a lot more 
like prey than predator. As Cawth landed on his right foot, and prepared to pivot left 
again, the arrow released. It went through the air much faster this time, and it whistled 
much less. 

Rather than changing direction, the warrior stood absolutely still, hoping that the 
archer was adjusting for his movements. A long black dart narrowly missed his left 
shoulder, kicking up dust behind him, and agitating nearby lizards in the shade. They 
already knew what he had only just realized: It would have been impossible to dodge. 

The shock kept him in place for a moment, unable to move or to comprehend his 
surroundings. “That was too fast” his thoughts echoed several times over. “If I hadn’t 
been watching to see the bowstring move, he would’ve run me clean through with that 
arrow.” 

Realizing entirely what had just happened, he began to move his legs again, this 
time charging straight for the mound. The fourth arrow was pulled from its quiver 
slowly. Cawth responded by freeing his sword and holding it broadly to the side with 
one hand. 

As he approached his target, it was now clear that a black cloak was shadowing 
the archer’s body. It had originally appeared to be a result of the ever-present sunlight, 
but this was something more strange than that. 

Now the ambassador stood right beneath the mound of dirt and sand, perfectly 
concealed from the black arrow. It was at such an angle that his enemy would have to 
move closer to the edge to kill him, but that wouldn’t happen. He planned to throw his 
sword into the archer’s chest and quickly run up to strike a final blow. Even if the blade 
missed its target, he would still have time to reach the top and pull out his knife. 

The tattered hood of a black cloak began reaching over the edge, only it didn’t 
stop. Cawth threw his sword upwards with great strength and accuracy, but it still failed 
to work. His throw was perfect, and surely would have hit the archer in the old black 



cloak, if he were still on the desert mound. What Cawth had not considered, was the 
possibility of a suicidal jump. 

A human-sized ball of black material came falling through the air, then landed 
with a massive puff of dust. The raider had decided not to send a fourth arrow, and 
brought only his small hunting knife after leaping. 

Cawth looked down to avoid the dust, but stood ready to combat his opponent. 
His own knife was not for hunting animals, it was for defense. Its light-colored handle 
was crafted on the Eastern Coastline from Oceanic tree wood, and the dark blade was a 
mix of five different types of steel. It had an unusual glimmer in the sunlight, almost 
like bright stars in a blackened universe. 

He glanced up to see the archer readying a swing, and noticed his opening 
immediately. Without any hesitation, he stepped forward, solid in his stance. His own 
black blade was faster than the raider’s reflexes, and it was over before it really began. 

Forward stab, upward surface cut, backstep, straight kick to the lower hip, pierce 
chest, sidestep, heart stab, heart stab, heart stab, drop. 

Cawth had wounded him, brought him pain, disabled both legs, wounded him 
again, then shredded his heart until he died of shock. It was only after the heart gave 
way, and shock paralysis took over his body, that the man dropped. He had departed 
from the living world before his body even hit the ground. 

With a quiet and brief series of breaths, Cawth returned to his normal state. It 
hadn’t been as taxing to fight the raider as it had been to reach him. He grabbed part of 
the cloak and lifted it to reveal a very bloody arm. After wiping away some of the gore, 
he saw an elegant “L” in black ink; the mark of a Lord. 

Most of the raiders in Galli’s deserts were from the Eastern Coastline. They were 
criminals that the Daylight Tribes banished for treason and murder. But this man was 
wearing a black cloak, and had very fair skin. People from the Coastline only ever had 
darker skin tones. It not only protected them from the sun’s harsh rays, but was a proud 
mark of their tribal heritage. 

Cawth knew that the archer wasn’t a Gallian native as soon as he saw the cloak. 
This was clearly a Lord of the Magniq House of Prayer. Taking it slowly or holding back 
might have resulted in losing the battle, and his life. But it would appear as though 
there was never any danger beyond the bow and arrows. This Lord had lost himself to 
stress and mental decay after years of combat. 

It wasn’t uncommon for those who fell apart mentally to roam, and it wasn’t 
uncommon for them to attack everyone they saw either. After a lifetime of training to 
kill, what more would a broken mind know. 

The ambassador turned back towards his horse, who had not so much as flinched 
after he dismounted. It was very well trained. As he walked back to greet the steed, 
Cawth pulled up that arrow which almost killed, and whispered a ceremonious prayer. 


